Case Study: How 3D Drone Survey Data is Helping
Cheshire Contractors Scale The Business

With visualized, 3D drone-captured site data, Cheshire
Contractors is reducing their boots-on-the-ground
surveying costs, scaling up business, and solving
contractor disputes with high data confidence when
they arise.
Changing the heavy civil and resource industries
operate, Propeller is helping teams measure and
manage their sites themselves. The cloud-based
analytics platform known as Propeller visualizes drone
survey data to allow teams to track their worksites’
progress and productivity, and make data-driven
decisions that reduce costs, ensure quality, and use
resources efficiently.
Cheshire Contractors Pty. Ltd., a mid-sized construction
company, wanted a better look into dirt movement on
their sites to better understand who was moving what
dirt, where, and when. Locally owned and operated
since 1979, they specialize in civil construction,
earthmoving, and heavy machinery. They are based in
Cairns, Far North Queensland. Cheshire Contractors
focuses on projects across the state for clients which
include private developers, property developers,
local and state government, aquaculture, and the
Thoroughbred racing industry.

Recently, Cheshire Contractors was in a $1.2 million
contractor dispute simply because they did not have
frequent and accurate quantities from site survey data.
At the time, they were recording aerial photography
of the site, but there was no survey data to prove
quantities against a timeline. Cheshire Contractors
wanted a solution that would give them transparency
into the status of their site and reduce time spent in the
field surveying so they could focus on winning larger
projects and scaling their business.
And win larger projects they did. After winning the
bid on an 160 hectare [395.369 acre] project, a site
that would take close to 20 days to survey, Shannon
Cheshire, a contracts administrator and foreman at
Cheshire Contractors, knew he had to find a complete
solution that combined drone photography with surveygrade data.

“My client has seen aerial surveys
before, but they weren’t as accurate
and not as detailed,” said Shannon
Cheshire. “The quality of the images
and the accuracy of Propeller are
amazing.”
Cheshire Contractors chose Propeller because its easyto-use platform made frequent drone survey capture
a reality. It would reduce the time his team spent in
the field and produce 3D visualized drone survey data
that he could take back to his client—a competitive
advantage. “On a large site you have to walk through
different terrains, through brush, through standing
water, through all kinds of things,” said Shannon
Cheshire. “This is a huge project and we have so much
dirt to move, we need to track it—often.
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Propeller is helping Cheshire Contractors answer critical
questions about the progress of their site. They now
have access to real-time, 3D survey data across their
portfolio of heavy civil and earthworks projects they
can compare against a construction timeline. “That is
something you wouldn’t get with normal surveys,” said
Shannon Cheshire. “It’s impressive because you can
go right in the platform and see everything as it stands
today.”

“[With Propeller] we’ll know if we’re
making or losing money much more
quickly, and if there is a problem
we can fix it straight away instead
of letting it fester,” said Shannon
Cheshire.
Merely in the preconstruction phase, Cheshire
Contractors has already seen a positive ROI. They’ve
saved a significant amount of time and money by
using Propeller. So far the numbers are adding up to
20 days of ground survey time. Typically, Shannon
Cheshire charges out $190 AU [140 USD] per hour for
a licensed surveyor. That’s $1,520AU [1124 USD] over
an eight-hour day. He recently won that 160 hectare
[395.369 acre] site that could take close to 20 days to
survey—a man-hour and equipment cost of $30,400AU
[2249 USD]. With a drone, AeroPoints (ground control
points), and Propeller’s 3D site visuilization platform,
he surveyed the entire site in just four to five hours
and at a cost of $2,400AU [1776 USD]. He put 19
days back on the schedule and was able to get to work
on site quicker—a huge feat in itself as it cost nearly
$20,000AU [14,802 USD] a day to have his equipment
sitting around on site.

This new tool has given Cheshire Contractors a bit of
an edge over the competition. “My client has seen aerial
surveys before, but they weren’t as accurate and not as
detailed,” said Shannon Cheshire, “the footings were
measured from hundreds of meters above ground. We
fly at 80 meters [262 feet] and everything is so detailed.
The quality of the images and the accuracy of Propeller
are amazing.”
In the office, the Propeller Platform helps Cheshire
Contractors with accurate job costing. “Recently, we
were bidding on a prawn farm and we were able to
survey with Propeller before we set the pricing so we
could get tighter on our numbers.” This means Cheshire
Contractors saves both time on bidding and gives better
estimates for the contract they’re pursuing.
As they continue to scale up their operations with
Propeller, Cheshire Contractors is looking forward to
using the tool to understand when they will reach their
targets. With up-to-date site data they’ll have an inside
look as to whether they are operating profitably. “We’ll
know if we’re making or losing money much more
quickly, and if there is a problem we can fix it straight
away instead of letting it fester,” said Shannon Cheshire.
His team plans to fly their sites every two weeks to
keep an eye on production. It’s imperative that in-office
and on-site teams keep track of where the dirt is going
so they can increase operational efficiency by reducing
unnecessary earthwork movement. “Propeller has given
us a huge competitive advantage and we’re looking
forward to maximizing this tool to its full potential as we
grow.”
Learn how you can scale your business with accurate,
reliable 3D drone survey data and Propeller.
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